The parametric study using FEM has been performed to investigate the factors thought to influence on the shear mechanism of PC slender beams. With the main investigation on the effects of prestressing force with its type of stress distribution, the failure mechanism can be clarified. The simplified truss model has been developed with a small number of degrees of freedom for assessing the shear carrying capacity of PC slender beams based on the equivalent linear analysis. By utilizing the extrapolated inclination of critical stress flow and the thickness of diagonal compression members estimated from the FEM results, the well-predicted results on the shear behavior of PC slender beams without transverse reinforcement can be obtained.
INTRODUCTION
Currently, there are several modern constructions in which the high resistance and the prevention of crack occurring in serviceability stage are extremely required. Undoubtedly, by taking the advantage of prestressing force as the axial force, prestressed concrete (PC) members can be applied to respond these requirements perfectly. Hence, the clarification of failure mechanism and the development of analytical approach or model for evaluating the shear carrying capacity of PC structural members are necessary. Even the fundamental structures such as PC slender beams, the reasonable explanation for the actual failure behavior has not been achieved. Unlike the reinforced concrete (RC) beams, due to the prestressing force as axial force, PC beams are usually found to fail in shear compressive mode of failure, even in cases of PC slender beams, where the shear span to effective depth ratio, aid, is greater than or equal to 2. 51).
In the recent methods for assessing the shear carrying capacity of PC slender beams, most of them are proposed based on the empirical equation without the clarification of effect of significant factors. For example in ACI code2, the equation is being proposed without the clear expression of effect of prestressing force and the comparatively conservative results are usually obtained. For the decompression moment method which is the method recommended by JSCE3, the scatter of predicted results is usually observed due to the neglecting of distribution of the prestressing force. Moreover, there is another method considering the resistance at the flexural crack occurring as the additional value to the shear resistance due to the contribution of compression, called Mcr method4. However, it was found that this method cannot be used to give the comprehensive explanation about the shear compression failure of PC slender beams and how the resistance of the flexural crack occurring remains until the ultimate stage. To solve the mentioned shortcomings of current methods in evaluating the shear carrying capacity of PC slender beams, newly proposed analytical method is expected to include the following 3 improvements. 1) The ability in clarifying the mechanism of shear compression failure of PC beams. 2) The clear consideration of effect of significant factors on the shear behavior, especially the prestressing force and its type of stress distribution.
3) The simplicity in modeling with the objective outcome and high accuracy in prediction.
In this research, the parametric study using the finite element method (FEM) has been carried out in order to investigate the failure mechanism of PC slender beams influenced by the variation of many significant parameters. The tendency of stress flows obtained from analytical results is summarized and applied to propose the analytical model including the foregoing mentioned 3 improvements, named the simplified truss model. The proposed simplified truss model has been utilized to evaluate the shear carrying capacity of PC slender beams without transverse reinforcement. The comparisons of shear carrying capacity and failure patterns between the predicted and the experimental results are performed to confirm the applicability of the proposed model.
PARAMETRIC STUDY USING FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
(1) Finite element analysis The nonlinear finite element analysis using DIANA system has been conducted to examine the failure mechanism of PC slender beams without transverse reinforcement. Owing to the symmetric property of a beam, PC slender beams are modeled into a half of specimen with an 8 node quadrilateral isoparametric plane stress element in a two dimensional configuration as shown in Fig. 1 . Details of geometric properties of the analytical model are demonstrated in the figure, where h is height of the model, r, and rs represent the width of loading plate and support, respectively.
In the analysis, the smeared crack model is applied as the crack model to concrete elements. As the constitutive model under compressive stress states ( Fig. 2(a) ), concrete is assumed to behave elastically up to 1/3 of the compressive strength, ff. The proper power function is adopted to express the behavior until the peak value. The equation proposed by Popovics5) is used as post-peak path. After cracking, the tension softening model named one-fourth model is applied as the concrete constitutive model under tension as illustrated in Fig. 2(b) . The yield conditions of Drucker-Prager and Rankine are utilized as the failure criteria for compression and for tension, respectively. The reinforcement elements are modeled to have the perfect bond with concrete. The bilinear elasto-plastic model of steel is adopted for the longitudinal reinforcement. The prestressing force is applied at the first step of the analysis by using the incorporated prestressing command in DIANA system. For the displacement control, the displacement of 0.5 mm is applied for each step.
(2) Parametric study
In the parametric study, as the major investigation, the values of prestressing force, P, in upper and lower prestressing bars are proportionally adjusted considering the types of stress distribution as shown in Fig. 3 . The values of P are changed in the range of 100-400kN. From the values of P and the location of applied axial force, the upper and lower fiber stresses (Q and v, respectively) are calculated and varied in (3) Tendency of analytical results From the analytical results, due to the externally applied load, after the flexural cracks occurred, the diagonal crack generated similar to the case of RC slender beams. Even though the diagonal crack took place, the beams were still able to resist the applied load. A crushing of concrete occurred in the upper portion near the loading point and then the beams reached the ultimate stage. All cases are predicted to fail in shear compressive mode of failure.
In Fig. 4 , the contour figures of stress flow at 90% analytical resistance at the ultimate stage (90%Vm ) of PC slender beams under triangle with zero upper fiber stress distribution (ov= 0 MPa) are expressed.
The example values of o are varied from 3 to 15 MPa (compression > 0). For expressing how flat of the slope of concentrated stress flow, parameter m is introduced. The definition and evaluation of m will be explained later. From the figure, with the increase in o, , the slope of the concentrated stress flow (dashed line) becomes steeper. When the value of o becomes larger, the concentration of this steep stress flow becomes weak, while the stress flow curvedly transferring from the loading point to the support becomes remarkable. It is noteworthy that, due to the prestressing force, not only the resistance along the diagonal crack, but the resistance due to the stress flow curvedly transferring to the support also exists. Figure 5 illustrates the comparison between the difference in types of stress distribution is performed. It is found that, with the increase in value of o, the inclination of concentrated stress flow becomes slightly steeper. While, the stress flow curvedly transferring to the support becomes stronger with the greater value of o. It can be said that not only the value of a, but the value of as also influences on the inclination of concentrated stress flow. The shear carrying capacity becomes evidently different when the inclination of the concentrated stress flow changes. It means that the effect due to the upper fiber stress cannot be neglected. Hence, if the tendency of inclination of the concentrated stress flow can be estimated, the critical flow of stresses in the actual beam can be predicted in any conditions of geometric properties and axial forces.
For estimating the inclination of the concentrated stress flow, the values of principal compressive stress, o2, at each Gauss's point are taken into the consideration. As illustrated in Figs. 6(a) and (b), between the upper and lower longitudinal bars the location of the maximum absolute values of o2 of each horizontal level, 02x, are plotted with the solid circles. By considering the location of o2j. m, as the co-ordination in X-Y axes, (xi, y;), the correlation coefficient can be calculated from the expression as shown in Fig. 6 (a). This value is used to express the agreement between the estimated equation and the selected data. A part of Gauss's points, which gives a high value of correlation coefficient (s 0.95), is selected. The concentrated stress flow is evaluated as the estimated expression of selected Gauss's points. For the application in modeling that will be explained in the following section, the concentrated stress flow is summarized in terms of m, where m = cotO and 8 is an angle of the estimated slope of the concentrated stress flow. The example values of m of the analytical results are previously expressed as in Figs. 4 and 5. It is apparent that with the increase in the value of a, the value of m decreases (the concentrated stress flow becomes steeper in Fig. 4 ). The value of m slightly decreases with the increase in the value of o( Fig. 5 ). In cases of large or, the values of m are difficult to assess because the concentration of the steep stress flow becomes weak, while the critical stress flow turns into one which curvedly transfers to the support. The evaluated inclination of the critical stress flow in this case will be different from the tendency in the other cases where the value of m decreases with the increase in value of a. Therefore, it is not practical in summarizing the values of m. To summarize the values of m in the same trend (value of m decreases with the increase in value of a), even the concentration of the steep stress flow becomes weak in cases of large o, , the slope of this steep stress flow is applied to assess the values of m for this case. Then, the evaluation of m for the case like this as the example in Fig. 4(d) is demonstrated in Fig. 6 (b). For this kind of evaluation of m, the horizontal range of d from the loading point is taken into the consideration. In Fig. 7 (a), from the finite element analytical results (FEM) in the parametric study, the relationships between m and of with or, are summarized and approximated (Approx. ). Here, the parameter o, mentioned in Fig. 7 (a) is formulated to express the main effect of a with the additional effect of oand the constants are set as ones providing the best fit to the data. The relationships between m, excluding the effect of prestressing force, and the other significant factors, such as a/d, d, and ff' are also collected and simply approximated as in Figs. 7(b), (c) and (d), respectively. From the approximated equations, it is confirmed that, the values of m are strongly influenced by a with an extra effect by o. It is noticed that the values of m become larger with the increase in values of aid and fe', while the value of d has a slight effect on the value of m. In Fig. 7 , there are some calculated results which show the different tendency to the estimated relationships. Based on the simplicity, these approximations are considered to be adequate. More discussion on this point will be done with the predicted results later. The equation for predicting the value of m can be expressed as in Eq. 1. (1) Fundamental principles Figure 8 shows the simplified truss model developed in this study to calculate the shear carrying capacity of PC slender beams without transverse reinforcement. As one of the main concept of this study that the simple and objective method is preferable, the simplified truss model with a small number of degrees of freedom (7 nodes and 11 members) is assumed. The proposed model is fixed in X-direction at both nodes along the center line and in Y-direction at the support. The model is subjected by the shear force, V, and prestressing forces, Pi and P2, as depicted in the figure. The proposed model is divided into 3 regions, which are D-region due to the applied load, D-region due to the support, and B-region. Here, D-region is the zone where the flow of stresses is comparatively complicated, whereas B-region is the zone where the flow of stresses is quite uniform compared with D-region'. The modeling of concrete consists of flexural compression members, transverse tension members and diagonal compression members. The reinforcement is modeled into flexural tension members. For simplicity in modeling, the 2 diagonal compression members representing the stress flows from the loading point, members [3] and [4] , are assumed to have the same horizontal interval in the level of flexural tension members (=k in Fig. 8 , where k is a constant). The total cross sectional area of longitudinal bars, 4, is employed as the cross sectional area of the flexural tension member. The cross sectional area of flexural compression member is set to be 2cb, where, c is the. concrete cover of upper portion. The thicknesses of transverse tension members [5] and [6] are assumed to be the distance from the loading point to the middle point between 2 transverse tension members (=1.5k in Fig. 8 ) and the left distance to the middle point of the support (_ a-1.5k in Fig. 8 ), respectively. It is recognized that, in shear compression failure, the thickness of diagonal compression members is important for evaluating the resistance of a concrete structure. Thus, the estimation of the reasonable thickness of the diagonal compression members based on the finite element analytical results has been done and the results are discussed in the following section.
(2) Evaluation of thickness of the diagonal compression members, w With the purpose of assessing the thickness of diagonal compression members, w, the compressive stresses in the vertical direction at each Gauss's points, g, 1f at about 90% of Vm are considered. As the example in Fig. 9(a) , the range of 0.2d below the upper prestressing bar is investigated. In order to avoid the effect of cracking in the middle height portion of the beam (the effect on the value of c), the range 0.2d is enough for an investigation. In this considered range, three horizontal levels of Gauss's points are demonstrated as the example in Fig. 9(a) . Here, the integration scheme of 2x2 Gauss's points are employed. Figure 9(b) shows the distribution of the ratio of a, and the maximum values in that horizontal level, (A = 7 i/gi_max) along the beam axis. It is noticed that the value of A; is comparatively large in the range right below the loading plate. For each horizontal level of Gauss's point in the range of 0.2d, the horizontal width of the distribution, ti, where the value of 0, is equal to 0. 3 is measured. The horizontal width of distribution at this ratio is considered to be quite moderate and this ratio (A, = 0.3) is not too low to be affected by the disturbance as shown in the figure. The average value of t1 is considered as the horizontal thickness of the concentrated stress flow, t. For a clear example, the distribution of the values of Al in each horizontal level of Gauss's points are presented separately in Fig. 9(b) . The range in the vicinity area of the support above the lower prestressing bar is also treated with the same process to evaluate the horizontal width of the distribution. Figure 10 shows the samples of obtained horizontal thickness in the vicinity area of a loading point, t1, and support, t5, from FEM analytical results with the variations of prestressing level, types of stress distribution, effective depth and width of bearing plates. In Fig. 10 , white and black squares represent the horizontal thickness measured in the vicinity area to the loading point and support, respectively.
Based upon the previous studyl, the width of the bearing plate, r, is an important factor to the failure behavior of PC slender beams failed in shear compression mode of failure. The horizontal thickness of diagonal compression members is estimated in terms of width of the loading plate, r1, or support, r5, with the effective depth, d. As depicted in Fig. 10 , in many variations of prestressing level and geometric properties, it is found that the values of t1 and is can be simply approximated as r1+0. 1d and 2(rs+0. 1d), respectively. The solid and dashed lines stand for the approximated values of t1 and t5, respectively, where the values of r and d are adopted from each case. Due to the geometric conditions of PC slender beams where aid 2.5, the thinner strut compared with RC deep beams is expected to be created. Hence, it is reasonable that the value of t is smaller than the horizontal thickness of a strut in case of RC deep beams8, r+0.3d.
In the proposed model (as the example in Fig. 8 ), the members [1]- [2] , and members [3] - [4] are considered to be effected by the support and the , respectively, where each Hi is mentioned in Fig. 8 . However, the influence of the loading plate in terms of w1, is considered not to come out in wide region. It is recognized that there is a limit in the applicable range of the thickness affected by the loading plate to the member [3] . As the reference cases, the analysis of RC slender beams with varied values of aid and d are carried out. From the analytical results of RC slender beams, the values of m assessed from the inclination of the diagonal crack are estimated about 2.0 as summarized in Fig. 11 . Hence, the applicable range of the thickness affected by the loading plate to the member [3] should be less than 2. Od from the loading point. The details of the proposed model will be explained as follows.
(3) Division of modeling
In this study, the proposed simplified truss model has been designed by taking an account of the value of m relating with the possible location of the critical diagonal compression member. Based on the results of parametric study (as in Figs. 4 and 5) , the failure mechanism of PC slender beams can be divided into 2 types. One takes place along the concentrated stress flow (Model 1), and the other one occurs along the stress flow curvedly transferring to the support (Model 2). Thus, the proposed approach is simply divided into 2 models and demonstrated comparing with the contour figure of FEM results as in Fig. 12 .
For Model 1 where m > 1.0: The distance and is adopted as the horizontal distance from the loading point to the ended node of member [3] as shown in Fig. 12(a) . Based on the foregoing investigation on RC slender beams, when m a 2.0, the effect of the loading plate is considered to become weak. Hence, the thickness of member [3] is set to be (a-md)sinf3, where a-md s d. When the inclinations of diagonal compression members are comparatively flat in case of m Z 2.0, 50 mm is set to be a lower bound value of w; in order to avoid the underestimation. By considering the effect of the region close to the support, the applied upper bound value of m is set to be 0.9(a/d) in modeling. The specimen with prestressing stress up to the medium level is considered to match with this model. , the distance and is utilized as the horizontal distance from the loading point to the ended node of member [4] . The effect of bearing plates on the size of members [2] and [3] , which are expressing the stress flow curvedly transferring to the support, is considered to be small. Then, the thicknesses are set to be mdsinOO and (a-2md)sinO3, where a-2md s d. As previously shown in Fig. 4 , the larger value of of is, the value of m becomes smaller. When m is estimated to be comparatively small, the critical stress flow cannot generate in a quite closed area to the loading point. As a result, the curved stress flow to the support becomes a critical portion like the example in Fig. 12(b) . Thus, for the specimen with high prestressing stress level, the possible failure zones should be the area close to the loading point or the area along the curved flow to the support (as emphasized in the contour figure) .
(4) Compression softening parameter, Tj
Since the failure behavior is principally governed by the diagonal compression members, the influence of existing cracks on the decrease in the stiffness of concrete should be incorporated. To obtain the reliable value of shear carrying capacity, the value of compression softening parameter, r/, employed in the calculation is important. Generally, the equation based on the consideration of the change of perpendicular tensile strain proposed by Vecchio and Collins9) is applied. For the simplified truss model, more complicated processes are required in order to be able to adopt this equation. But it would be a way against the concept of this study. Thus, the practical and reasonable equation of 77 is simply established and it is linearly varying on ff' with a slight variation from 0.6 to 0.4 in the range off, of 30 to 100 MPa as in Eq. 2.
The compression softening parameter is employed in the calculation of the resistance capacity of concrete members in the next section.
(5) Process of calculation
The process in calculating of the shear carrying capacity of PC slender beams by using the simplified truss model is recapitulated in Fig. 13 . After calculating the value of m from Eq. 1, the simplified truss model can be modeled based on the division in the previous section (Fig. 12) Table 2 . For evaluating each member force, F;, the expressions, Cfk (j =1-8, k =1-4), calc}ilated from the theorem of minimum strain energy are simply tabulated in Table   Table 1 Member force (F;) and resistance capacity (R1) of diagonal compression members *: The shear force V is applied in terms of plus value. Table 2 Cross sectional area of each member (A, ; i =1-6) *: w; (i =1-4) z 50 mm; w1: thickness of memberli] **: (a-md) s d ***: (a-2md) sd Table 3 Expressions of components (CJk) calculated from the theorem of minimum strain energy for evaluating member forces 3. After replacing k from 1 to 4 to obtain Cjk (k =1-4), the coefficient Cj (j =1-8) can be calculated as expressed in Eq. 3. By substituting the values of applied shear force, V, and obtained C, (j =1-8) into Eq. 4, the values of F3 can be calculated. F3 stands for the member force of member [3] . By applying the value of F3 to Table 1 , the member force of each diagonal compression member can be evaluated for comparing with R. is assumed to be 0.002 for assessing the value of Eau. Based on this calculating process, not only the easiness in calculating the shear carrying capacity of PC slender beams, but the critical flow of force can also be objectively predicted with the advantageous point of the simplified truss model. The applicability of this model will be discussed in the next section. 4 . CALCULATED RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
To confirm the applicability of the proposed simplified truss model, the experimental results of normal and high strength of PC slender beams without transverse reinforcement are collected for comparing with the calculated results as tabulated in Table 4 . From 9 references1018), the reliability of experimental data was checked by using the finite element method as in the previous study1. The tested results, which are not within the range 20% of the Fig. 12 , which leads the beam to a failure, is also summarized in Table 4 . It is evident that the proposed simplified truss model yields the well-predicted results compared with the experimental results in many conditions of geometric properties, concrete properties, level of prestressing forces and the types of stress distribution. There are some cases, which show somewhat disagreement between the test and calculated results. For example in the experimental data from Arai, et. al14, even though the values of f' are quite same, the lightweight PC beams (LC and SC series) provided the lower shear carrying capacity than expectation compared with the normal ones (NC series). By comparing with other cases in which the lightweight aggregates were also used, if the shear carrying capacity of the beams is mainly depending on the compressive strength of concrete, the overestimated results should not be obtained (as in SC series).
In order to verify the accuracy in prediction of the model, the crack patterns at the ultimate stage are used to compare with the critical members of the predicted results. The bold dashed line represents the critical member of each case. The specimens which are predicted to fail by the members [2] , [3] , and [4] are illustrated as the examples in Fig. 14. The predicted critical member of the specimens P-40-40 and LC-80 ( Fig. 14(a) ) show the similar inclinations as results comparing with the actual critical crack. For the specimen P-40-40, it can be (b) Critical member: Member [3] (c) Critical member: Member [4] said that the proposed model is applicable for estimating the crack pattern even in case where o is under compression (rectangular stress distribution). As the excellent predictions in Fig. 14(b) , the accuracy in prediction in cases of the specimens L3-35-60 and L5 (lightweight concrete) is confirmed. It implies that this proposed model is applicable to predict the failure patterns of the lightweight PC slender beams. Additionally, this proposed model is also utilizable to predict the prestressed reinforced concrete beams as the results of specimens L5 and LC-80. For specimens predicted to fail by member [4] (Fig. 14(c) ), H3-35-30 (d = 350 mm) and H3-75-30 (d = 750 mm), the good agreement between the critical diagonal compression member and the crack patterns can be observed. It means that this model can be applied to high strength PC slender beams with the wide range of effective depth.
In the proposal of value of m in terms of significant parameters in Section 2(3), there are some calculated results which show the different tendency to the proposed relationships, for example in Fig. 7(d) . These cases are the high strength concrete beams with high level of prestressing force. Among the collected data, excepting the geometric properties, the levels of prestressing and compressive strength of the experiments tested by Mikata13 are closed to the mentioned cases. It is found that the satisfactorily predicted results are obtained as shown in Table 4 . Moreover, the good agreement of calculated results of the cases of high strength concrete beams in the collected data are also obtained. In Fig, 7(b) , there is a slight difference to the proposed relationship in case of aid = 4.5 and the value of oii is in the middle level (5 -9 MPa). In the collected data, the shear carrying capacity of the experiments tested by Kar18, where the value of aid is quite large, can be properly predicted. Therefore, it can be said that the values of aid and f' do not influence strongly on the prediction of shear carrying capacity in terms of the determining of m. But they are directly incorporated as the essential parameters in the calculation of shear carrying capacity. The prestressing level and its distribution are considered to give the strong effect to the inclination of critical stress (determination of m). From the limited data in parametric study, even the equation for predicting m is approximated based on the simplicity, the suitable prediction can also be obtained.
Furthermore, the comparison between the calculated shear carrying capacity by the proposed simplified truss model (Proposed) and Mcr method (Mcr)4 is performed and summarized in Fig, 15 . It is manifest in the results that, in the applied range of o, the proposed model yields the superior accuracy and reliability in prediction with an average value (AVE. ) of 0. 97 and a coefficient of variation (C. V. ) of 0.13, while Mcr method provides the results which AVE. = 1.18 and C. V. = 0.22. The analytical results of FEM in DIANA system are also compared with the results of proposed method as shown in Fig. 16 . The FEM provides the results which AVE. = 1.02 and C. V. = 0.10. Even though the proposed model yields a bit inferior accuracy in prediction compared with ones of FEM, it can be said that this level of accuracy is considered to be adequate compared with its simplicity in calculation.
From the observation of collected experimental data, Model 2 is suitable for applying to PC beams with a high value of lower fiber stress. With the contemporary requirement of structures providing the high shear resisting capacity, the reliable approach for designing PC beams with high prestressing force become necessary. Even though the number of referred specimen fitting with Model 2 is small, Model 2 is also proposed in advanced for the practical way in future design. 
REMARKS
In this research, the understandable explanation of failure mechanism of PC slender beams without transverse reinforcement can be obtained from the parametric study applying the finite element analysis. From the main investigation in the effects of prestressing force with the type of stress distribution, with the increase in value of lower fiber stress, the inclination of critical stress flow becomes steeper. In case of considerably high value of lower fiber stress, the steep stress flow becomes weak. Whereas the stress flow curvedly transferring to support is remarkable and it becomes the critical stress flow in that case. Moreover, it is apparent that the influence on the shear failure mechanism due to the variation of the upper fiber stress (types of stress distribution) cannot be neglected. It is the verification to point out the severe shortcomings of the current methods. With the additional variations on values of aid, the effective depth and the compressive strength of concrete in the analysis, the tendency of inclinations of the concentrated stress flow can be proposed in term of m, where m = cot0 and 0 is the angle of estimated slope of the concentrated stress flow. For evaluating the shear carrying capacity of PC slender beams, the simplified truss model with a small degree of freedom has been developed. In this study, the shear carrying capacity can be easily calculated by using the equivalent elastic analysis. The thickness of diagonal compression members assessing from FEM results is estimated with the consideration of effects of bearing plates and effective depth. By adopting the evaluated thickness together with the value of m, the excellent correlation with the experimental data can be obtained. It can be concluded that the simplified truss model is easily applicable to evaluate the shear carrying capacity of PC slender beams without transverse reinforcement. Furthermore, the failure patterns are also satisfactorily predicted matching with the actual failure. It is evident that this proposed model is able to completely respond the 3 requirements in order to cover the shortcomings of the current methods.
